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PTC Start of Construction Guidance - Background

- The American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 enacted in the first week of 2013 extended the production tax credit (PTC) for projects that start construction in 2013
  - The Act contained no outside date by which time the project must be completed
  - The Act permits PTC eligible projects to waive the PTC and elect a 30% investment tax credit
- The IRS finally issued guidance in Notice 2013-29 on April 15th
PTC Start of Construction - IRS Notices 2013-29 / 2013-60

- IRS Notice 2013-29 is generally favorable

- The Notice provides two methods to start construction in 2013:
  - Commence physical work of a significant nature in 2013; or
  - A safe harbor requiring incurring at least 5% of the cost of the project in 2013
  - Both methods generally follow the Treasury Cash Grant guidance but with some key differences

- Notice 2013-29 added an additional requirement not contained in the PTC extension statute or in the Treasury Cash Grant Guidance: the taxpayer must *continually* pursue completion of the facility

- IRS then issued Notice 2013-60 providing a safe harbor for the *continuous* requirement, so long as the project is *placed in service* by the **end of 2015**
Theoretically Projects can be Complete After 2015

- A project that is complete after 2015, can still qualify for the PTC if there was “continuous” work
  - Post-2015 projects should expect IRS scrutiny and tax equity investor skepticism

- For non-5% safe harbor projects, the continuous work must be
  - Work must be “integral” to the facility (e.g., “transmission” does not count)
  - Preliminary work (e.g., planning and permits) does not count

- For 5% safe harbor projects, the continuous efforts includes
  - Paying or incurring additional amounts included in the basis of the facility
  - Entering binding written contracts for components or future work
  - Obtaining necessary permits
  - Performing work integral to the facility (see above)
Solutions to Common Problems
Project is unable to obtain a TSA?

- Buy a collection of components, rather than whole turbines

- Ask the BOP Contractor to help. The BOP Contractor orders parts and materials that equal 5% of the total ultimate tax basis of the project.
  - You can look through to the BOP contractor’s spend, so long as you have a binding written contract with the BOP contractor with any liquidated damages not limited to less than 5% of the face amount of the contract
  - The BOP contractor must pay for the parts and materials in 2013 and they must be delivered within 3.5 months of payment
  - The BOP contractor must be able to trace the parts and materials to your project
  - The project company does not have to pay the BOP contractor anything in 2013
Unable to Raise the Cash to Meet the 5% Safe Harbor

“Physical Work of a Significant Nature” to start construction in 2013
- Only rely on it if cash strapped
- Tax equity investors will be skeptical – may pass on your project or put your project at the bottom of their list

What counts?
- Excavating turbine sites
- Pouring foundations
- Setting anchor bolts
- Step-up transformer
- Roads only if for “operations and maintenance”

Many subjective issues as to what is “significant”
- What is “significant” – IRS’s example suggests 20% of the turbine sites
- Was it “significant” if you have to later move the turbine sites or the holes have to be re-dug after the spring thaw
- If you are building a road, how much road do you need to build to be “significant” – 100 feet, 1 mile, 2 miles?
Not Sure about PPA or Interconnection Status?

- Meet the 5% safe harbor in 2013 (or physical work of significant in 2013)
- Then suspend work until the PPA and/or interconnection is obtained
- But be certain the project is *placed in service* by the end of 2015
Unsure of the Project Site

- Notice 2013-60 extended the “master contract” rules to the 5% safe harbor.
- There is no requirement to identify the location of the project in 2013.
- Developer parent enters into a “master contract” with an OEM and orders standard parts in 2013 to meet the 5% test:
  - Parts must be paid for in 2013 and delivery within 3.5 months of payment.
- After 2013, the developer parent locks in sites and assigns its rights under the 2013 “master contract” to special purpose companies organized for each project.
- Would want to be certain projects were all complete by the end of 2015 to avoid the “continuous” construction requirements.
Not Enough Time to Ship “5%” Components to Project Site

- If a project plans to meet the 5% test, the components ordered with the 5% payment must be delivered within 3.5 months of payment.
- Delivery does not have to be to the project site or even to the U.S.
- The project could lease warehouse space abroad (e.g., Germany, China) and have the components delivered there:
  - Title and risk of loss must transfer to the project.
  - The project should have a signed lease and be paying rent.
  - The project should be responsible for insuring the components once delivered.
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